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1: In a Cluster 1600, which system provides the highest performance?
A. p5-505
B. p5-510
C. p5-520
D. IntelliStation POWER 285
Correct Answers: C

2: Which of the following tools is available with AIX 5L V5.3 to automate the download of fixes from IBM?
A. Network Installation Manager
B. Web-based System Manager client
C. Service Update Management Assistant
D. Pluggable authentication module support
Correct Answers: C

3: A customer is considering a multi-server consolidation of several Intel workloads using Virtualization and requiring high availability of data. Which of the following is the best choice?
A. p5-505
B. p5-510
C. p5-520
D. IntelliStation POWER 285
Correct Answers: C

4: A customer is concerned about disk failures and related downtime. Which of the following describes how these issues are handled in the System p5 family of servers?
A. The system is briefly taken down while the disk is replaced.
B. Service processor will allow system operation until the drive is replaced.
C. When the bus to the drive fails, it is varied off, replaced, and varied on.
D. When a disk drive fails, the drive is replaced without shutting down the system.
Correct Answers: D

5: Which of the following is able to provide 2.4 TB of internal storage?
A. p5-505
B. p5-510
C. p5-520
D. IntelliStation POWER 285
Correct Answers: C

6: For the p5-505, p5-510, and p5-520 servers, who is responsible for setup?
A. The customer
B. The IBM Distributor
C. IBM Global Services
D. An IBM Customer Engineer

Correct Answers: A

7: Which of the following statements best describes a sales opportunity for an AIX 5L solution?
A. An existing pSeries customer wishes to renew their SWMA.
B. A Solaris customer seeks to move to a stable UNIX platform.
C. An IBM customer running Windows on IBM xSeries systems wishes to consolidate servers onto the IBM HS20 BladeCenter.
D. An existing pSeries customer with a current software maintenance contract wishes to upgrade from AIX 5L V5.1 to AIX 5L V5.3.
Correct Answers: B

8: Which of the following is one of the key POWER5 differentiators over x86 architecture?
A. POWER5 has L2 cache.
B. POWER5 has ECC memory.
C. POWER5 supports DDR2 memory.
D. POWER5 has separate memory and I/O access paths.
Correct Answers: D

9: Linux on POWER is differentiated from Linux on x86 architecture by which of the following?
A. Compliers, debuggers, and application capabilities
B. RAS, performance, and advanced virtualization capabilities
C. Support structure, distributors, and certification
D. Openness of Linux on POWER
Correct Answers: B

10: Which of the following is the earliest version of AIX 5L to Support LPAR on the p5-505, p5-510, and p5-520 servers?
A. V4.3
B. V5.1
C. V5.2
D. V5.3
Correct Answers: C

11: Which of the following 2U System p5 servers outperforms the Sun V240 in floating point and integer performance?
A. p5-505
B. p5-510
C. p5-520
D. IntelliStation POWER 285
Correct Answers: B

12: Which of the following benchmarks is an indicator of JAVA performance?
A. SPECjbb
B. SPEComp
C. SPECsfs
D. SPECjapps

Correct Answers: A

13: A customer must do which of the following to receive fully functional servers at time of delivery?
A. Select IBM media and documentation option
B. Select AIX 5L with three year SWMA
C. Select Linux IBM preinstall feature
D. Select AIX 5L IBM preinstall feature

Correct Answers: D

14: Which feature of Advanced POWER Virtualization eliminates the need for an HMC?
A. Virtual LAN
B. Service Processor
C. Remote Service Support
D. Integrated Virtualization Manager

Correct Answers: D

15: Benchmarks for the p5-505, p5-510, and p5-520:
A. are available only for AIX.
B. are available only for Linux.
C. are available for both Linux and AIX.
D. will have better results for AIX because Linux runs in emulation mode.

Correct Answers: D